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July 20, 2007

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

License #25-21479-01

NRC,

This report is being filed under 10 CFR 30.50b2. At 5:00 pm on July 20, 2007 Ray
Sierra, Radiographer to Mattingly Testing Services, had trouble retracting the source into
the shielded position. After attempting to contact the RSO, Mark Ficek, and being
unsuccessful, Dennis Ficek, field manager, contacted the NRC and explained the
situation. He stated While performing radiography at Cenex Refinery, Laurel MT, that
Ray Sierra was unable to retract an IR-192 source back to the shielded position after a
radiographic exposure. He stated that the 2mR/hr boundary was secure and being
maintained by constant surveillance until further instructions. It was comfirmed that the
source K635 :in camera 4136 had an activity of 97 curies. During Radiographic operations
the source tube had fallen from a position it was being held by a bungee. The weight of
an 8 HVL Collimator causing a sharp curve of the source tube that restricted retraction of
the source into the shielded and locked position. After consulting with the NRC and other
experts recommended by the NRC, a plan of action was determined. Using a 20ft piece
of conduit the source tube was lifted up enough to relieve the sharp curve and retract the
source. The source tube was taken out of service and tagged for inspection. Total dose
for the day for Ray Sierra was 85 mR and for his assistant, Andrew Gruber was 30 mR.
After an inspection of the camera and remote handling equipment I confirmed that
everything was working according to manufactures design requirements and the hang-up
was caused solely by poor radiographic technique and set-up.
Any further questions regarding this incident report please call 406-669-3229.

Mark Ficek
Radiation Safety Officer
Mattingly Testing Services, Inc

Copies to:
Cenex Harvest States Safety Department
Inserv- Dallas Smith


